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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
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Description 2024 Venture RV Sonic SN190VRB, Venture RV Sonic travel trailer SN190VRB
highlights: Rear Bath Murphy Bed Booth Dinette 8 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator Flip-Up Solid
Steps Panoramic Automotive Window This versatile travel trailer gives you a sofa
during the daytime to relax on up front and a Murphy bed to easily setup at night.
There are dual wardrobes for your clothing, StorMore bedside nightstands with a
110V outlet and USB charging for your cellphones and such, and a rear full
bathroom with linen storage in two places, a 34" radius shower, and medicine
cabinet for more items. The galley kitchen offers appliances to make warm meals
and store leftovers, and the booth dinette on the opposite side provides dining
inside plus a sleeping space at night. Your outdoor gear can be placed in the
pass-through compartment along the exterior, and you can always relax under the
13' power awning before and after the day's activities. With any Sonic travel trailer
by Venture RV, you begin with Next Generation in RV frame technology with the
NXG Huck-bolt frame, AZDEL Onboard composite panels, tongue and groove
plywood floor decking, radiant foil bubble insulation-wrapped tanks, 360-degree
residential fiberglass insulation and radiant foil insulation, plus a forced-air
heated and enclosed underbelly which is part of the Weather-Shield package.
There is a Highway Package that comes mandatory, and the Discovery Package
1.4 provides a motion light in the bathroom, a dish drying sink cover, and the
Venture LevelMate Pro, a power tongue jack, and WIFI prep to mention a few
features. Get ready for comfort and style in a Sonic ultra-lightweight, tandem-axle
travel trailer of your choice!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 8KZ0156
VIN Number: 4EZT21925R7080156
Condition: New
Length: 23
GVW: 5775
Sleeps: 3

Item address Mims, Florida, United States
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